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● Deep learning is an evolving area of research in end-to-
end learning using neural network. It has been widely 
adopted in natural language processing tasks.

● Linguistic quality is a overall measure of various 
aspect of texts, we limit the scope of interest to intere-
sting and well-written nature specifically for science 
journalism. 

● Article quality corpus contains scientific articles from 
New York Times (NYT) corpus. Articles are divided into 
VERY GOOD and TYPICAL categories.

– VERY GOOD category includes all contributions to the 
NYT by authors whose writing appeared in “The Best 
American Science Writing” anthology. 

– Scientific articles that are written by other authors are 
included in the TYPICAL category. 
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● Methodology

The main challenge to our task is the following:

1) Documents in the corpus are of great number of words 
and sentences, this makes the word-level model 
impractical as the gradient propagation is significantly 
impaired.(need some statistics) 

2) Classification criterion is hard to measure at word and 
sentence levels, we need to somehow exploit discourse 
level patterns. 

3) The size of dataset is limited because of the scarcity of 
well-written scientific articles.

We propose the Split-Learn-Attend Framework (Figure 2) 
to resolve the above issues. 

● Split     We assume that the linguistic quality measure for 
each paragraph follows a normal distribution with low 
variance. We split the documents into paragraphs and 
label each paragraph with the same category which the 
document belongs to, i.e. VERY GOOD or TYPICAL. 
Formally, we split each document-label pair          into    

                     where            are the individual 
paragraphs of document     .

● Learn   We experiment with various text classification 
models on the new dataset P and pick the one giving the 
best classification result.

● Attend We propose several ensemble mechanisms at the 
paragraph level that aggregate the predictions of para-
graph model to obtain the final decision for document.
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● Paragraph classification model

● Results & Conclusion

● Ensemble models

Model Accuracy(%) F1 Score(%)

BiLSTM + Mean Pooling 83.71 49.96

BiLSTM + Max Pooling 84.13 51.45

BiLSTM + Self Attention 83.90 50.37

CNN 80.54 3.39

HAN 85.28 52.25

● What makes a piece of writing engaging? Automatic 
classification of linguistic quality can be applied in tasks 
such as document retrieval and article recommendation.
  

● Traditional computation models for linguistic quality 
involves machine learning methods which requires feature 
engineering. This process is laborious and does not 
generalize across different genres of texts.

● We apply hierarchical attention network(HAN)(Yang et 
al., 2016), a deep learning model that generalize well on 
wide range of sentiment analysis tasks. 

● We experiment our model on a well-developed linguistic 
quality dataset(Louis et al. 2013a) and showed that 
combined with appropriate extensions, the model 
achieves competitive classification results.

Table 1 Paragraph level classification accuracy and F1 measure (in 
percentage)
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● We run bidirectional LSTM(BiLSTM), convolutional neural 
network(CNN) and hierarchical attention network(HAN)
(Table 1) on the paragraph dataset. We choose HAN as our 
baseline model. 

● Paragraph Attention model(Figure 4(a)) adds a third 
GRU + self-attention level on top of the word and sentence 
levels. Suppose a document contains L paragraphs. Given 
the hidden state pi of paragraph classification model, we 
get a paragraph vector hi using a bidirectional GRU:

To focus on the paragraphs that contributes the most to 
classification decision, we use attention mechanism and 
introduce paragraph level context vector up:

where v is the document vector that summarizes all the 
information of the sentences in a document. Document 
classification p:

Figure 3 Hierarchical Attention Network(Yang el al., 2016 )uses a 
hierarchical structure in which each hierarchy uses the same architecture 
– a bidirectional RNN with gated recurrent units (GRUs) (Chung et al., 
2014), followed by an attention mechanism that creates a weighted sum 
of the RNN outputs at each time-step. 

ui= tanh (W phi+b p)

Figure 4 (a) Paragraph Attention (b) Paragraph Prediction Ensemble  

Model Accuracy(%) F1 Score(%)

PA(pre-training) 89.67 69.26

PA(from stratch) 89.11 68.97

PPE(fine tuning) 87.9 63.88

PPE(no fine tuning) 88.64 65.04

Features + MLP 90.61 72.87

Features + SVM 88.87 64.69

● We show our preliminary results on the validation set(Table 
2), consisting of 1755 TYPICAL documents and 385 VERY 
GOOD documents.

● Paragraph Attention model prevails Paragraph Prediction 
Ensemble model in terms of both F1 score and accuracy. 
This sugg-ets that 1)sequential modeling of paragraphs is 
helpful in classification decision 2)hierarchical structure is 
promising on long document classification given minimum 
external knowledge.

● Using pre-trained 2-level(word and sentence level)attention 
network to initialize the 3-level network boosts the classif-
ication results by a slight margin. However under other 
hyper-parameter settings it is not the case. Additionally, 
pre-training paragraph level model takes great amount of 
time and computational resource. Thus the idea of splitting 
and pre-training might not be valuable for our task.

● We will further explore the novel hierarchical architectures 
and validate the effects on classification tasks such as 
linguistic quality and author classification.

Table 2 Document level classification accuracy and F1 measure(in 
percentage) using Paragraph Attention(PA) model,  Paragraph Prediction 
Ensemble(PPE) model and feature baseline model(Louis, el al., 2013b)

● We propose two paragraph-level ensemble models: 
paragraph attention and paragraph prediction ensemble.

● Paragraph Prediction Ensemble method(Figure 4(b)) 
aims at training a feed-forward neural network that takes 
the hidden layer Pi and of the paragraph model as inputs, 
produce a weight αi. 

The document prediction is calculated as the weighted 
sum of individual paragraph predictions: 
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